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Details of Visit:

Author: Watford_D
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 23 Oct 2018 12:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

The usual MKE location. Saw another Customer enter so held back a few minutes to avoid any
uncomfortable cross overs. Easy parking and petrol station across the road has a cashpoint

The Lady:

Lovely looking lady. Definitely early to mid twenties. 5’ 8 without heals in. Was wearing a lovely set
which enhanced her lovely boobs and body. Facially nice looking - the kind of girl you wouldn’t be
afraid to call your girlfriend and introduce to your mates! 

The Story:

Had an urge that needed to be satisfied - being separated from the wife and having a healthy
interest in sex meant I was looking to meet that urge and decided to bite the bullet and call up to
meet Morgan whom I’ve had my eye on for a while since she ticks all my boxes. Brunette, lovely
big tits, fair skin, a good looking girl...

She walked in and we dealt with the formalities. Then onto some nice FK. She then started to strip
me ( I helped a bit too as I was keen to get cracking!). Soon I was naked and she was gently
caressing my cock like it was a baby rabbit. I think she could tell I am a clean man, and got straight
onto OWO (she asked if that was alright and of course OWO is my preference and no descale by
baby wipe needed!). Then we tried titwank on those lovely boobs of hers. Perhaps they are a bit
less ‘bulky’ as the pictures on the website portray, but I’d put that down to her possibly losing
weight which can cause this. Anyway, they were still lovely! On with the condom and sex in Mish,
cowgirl, and doggy. Did some RO which I think she enjoyed. Was getting to 20 mins and really
wanted to CIM. So off with the condom and a lovely OWO slippy BJ preceded which soon got me
going. Lovely technique. Shot into her mouth and she spat out onto her tits. Complemented me on
the volume I’d supplied. Testament to the lovely technique to be honest! I was flat on my back at
this stage and recovering!

Got dressed and she mentioned as I believe she had to other clients that she wished she had
smaller tits. Perhaps that’s true, and perhaps dresses might be easier to buy, but I think her
proportions were perfect.
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All in all, a lovely energetic punt, would definitely recommend. If you read this Morgan... keep those
‘bad boys’, they are perfect!

Will arrange to see her again I’m sure! 
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